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and Rheboksfontein at Wyegang near Clanwilliam (Fig. 3) . These features, while they can also result from pregnancy, breast feeding and steatopygia, nevertheless suggest that the paintings represent women as the source of fecundity rather than women as individuals.
To support this theory of propagation of the species as a theme in the art form, it is submitted that the many mother-and-child paintings are corroborative evidence. Numerous examples are located ~~~~~~ *~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 4l tW rst an all over the area, for example, the elephant and calf (Fig. 4) , the baboon and young (Fig. 5 ) and the rhinoceros and calf (Fig. 6 ). These are not perspective illustrations as they occur on the same landscape plane. In the case of the baboon, they feature the youngster attached to the mother. Examples of buck also occur and a perfect study (although outside the survey area) was recently recorded from one of the Kamberg, Natal, shelters (Fig. 7) .
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Figs 4-6. Colours: red (4), black (5), red (6). 
Birth scenes
The first of the birth scenes in the southern Cape ( Fig. 8 ) was recorded fifty years ago by my father and three school companions and myself when we were benighted during a snowstorm in the Wellington mountains. On the morrow we observed the remarkable painting. We made our initial tracing, using the transparent paper which my parent used as a 'kardoese' (paper cornet) in which he placed his pipe tobacco. The next year we made a better tracing and took photographs. Twenty years later we were dismayed to discover that baboons had assisted deterioration by rubbing themselves against the painting as they squatted on the ledge beneath it. Vandals then If birth portrayal in rock-art was taboo, one may wonder what motivated even these examples. Were they particularly special or significant in that they represent records of important or impressive confinements? Birth, as an art subject, may have been a sacred or consecrated one in the repertoire of the artist and it is of interest here that well-known sacred subjects also appear to have been excluded from the rock-art. The Mantis, apparently the important and favourite hero of Bushmen folklore, seems to have been ignored in rock-paintings. Only a single, and then a suspect, example has been noted in our southern Cape area. This we recorded in 1961 on an open rock face in the Suurvlakte above Boskloof, Clanwilliam. One wonders also why the basic foods of these hunter-gatherer-artists were not painted in profusion: the tortoise, hare, francolin, rock rabbit, corms and bulbs are all almost totally absent.
An interesting parallel occurs with the art of the American Indians. In southern Alberta enormous herds of buffalo migrated every year but were never recorded in the hunter-artist's portrayals. Campbell Grant (1967) writes that 'Along the Columbia River where the Indian depended on the salmon as the main food supply, the easily procured fish was seldom pictured'. He suggests that 'Hunting magic was apparently not employed unless the quarry was a difficult animal to bag and a little supernatural aid was called for'.
On occasions one records copulation and the Knuffels Shelter, Drakensberg, is an example. The occurrence is as rare as these birth scenes. The fertility paintings are impressive and the two birth scenes are possibly unique. They accompany other absorbing and complex material to complement the general picture of southern Cape rock-art.
